
Auto Allocation of Recurring transactions 

 

Below is a step by step summary of how to Auto Allocate a Recurring Transaction: 

For the first time, when setting up the Recurring Normal transactions, it is best but not essential, to 

download and Import  2 or more months of transactions into SmartBank, as this makes it a lot easier to 

identify: 

a.  Genuine “recurring transactions” and 

b.  The “Part” or “Whole”  of the “Bank description” that is ACTUALLY  Recurring  

 

 

 

 

Before Auto Allocating a recurring transaction, it is important to check whether the NUMERIC part of the 

Bank Description is the SAME or DIFFERENT every month. 

 

Select the “Recurring” Transaction as follows: 

1) Click on the “Display List” & Select “Deposits Only” or “Withdrawals Only” (Preferably) 

2) Click on “Bank Description” once or twice to sort the Bank Description in Ascending or Descending 

order 

3) Select the Recurring transaction to “Edit” and “Save” as a Recurring Transaction  

 

 

 



 

Then EDIT the “FIRST” RECURRING  transaction as follows: 

- CSG   - Select “G”-General Ledger, “C-Customer” or  “S-Supplier” 

-  Account    - Allocate the transaction to the correct General Ledger, Customer or 

Supplier  

- Tax   - Select the correct Tax/Vat Type – if required 

Then follow the in Complete the: 

-  Ledger Description - Edit the Ledger Description to suite the ledger account being allocated 

- Cost/Project/Dept - Select the Cost / Project / Dept  code – if applicable 

Note that this will DICTArE ALL the Allocations and Descriptions of the Recurring transactions thereafter. 

To Auto Allocate a Recurring transaction -> Follow the following steps: 

Step 1 – Allocate / Edit  the Ledger Account 

 

Step 2 - Double Click on “Bank description”  

 

Step 3 - Highlight “Whole” or “Part” of the Bank Description 

 

Step 4 - Click on “Add Selection” 

 

 



 

Step 5 - Select and complete the BEST “Action” as per “Extra Options “list  

 

Step 6 - Edit “Extra Option” if required 

 

Step 7 - Click on “Apply” 

 

 



Auto Allocated  transactions are saved to the “Auto Allocation List” 

Step 8 - View the completed Auto Allocation of ALL the Recurring transactions in that “Date Range” 

Step 9 - Note that the “Auto Allocation” is saved to the “Auto Allocation List on the Menu Bar 

 

Note that, it may take a few attempts to get the BEST “Ledger Description” Auto Allocation and if the SAME 

transaction is saved a few times please note that following: 

Step 1 - The previous Auto Allocations will STAY in the Auto Allocation List until deleted using the “Delete 

Rule” 

Step 2 - The Last “Create Auto Allocation” will “Override” the previous Auto Allocations attempts 

To delete an incorrect allocation, note that it is important to click on “Delete Rule” and easily delete any of 

the previous incorrect transactions saved to the Auto Allocation List. 

 


